william r. lafleur matter. Jonas's work is fairly well known in Japan and, at least from how I see things, deemed far more important there than in North America to persons doing ethics. In my own reading in Japanese bioethics over more than a decade I have been surprised at how often I have seen Jonas cited. Jonas fi gures prominently in a centrally important treatise on bioethics published in 1986 by Hisatake Katô, 2 arguably Japan's leading contemporary ethicist and the person under whose editorial overview Jonas's Das Prinzip Verantwortung was translated and published in Japanese in 2000. My supposition, based on references to him in their works, is that most of Japan's major philosophers have read Jonas-in German, in English, or in Japanese. Yoshihiko Sugimura, a Professor at Kyoto University, has compiled and provided me with a list of twenty-two relatively recent publications in Japanese discussing Jonas. And, signifi cantly, the general Japanese reading public has also been introduced to the thought of Jonas in, for instance, an op-ed on Jonas in the mass-circulation national newspaper, Mainichi Shimbun.
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It appears that for his readers in Japan what best encapsulates the distinctively important principle in the thought of Jonas is what is referred to as his perspective on sedaikan no rinri, an "intergenerational ethics." The Japanese phrase denotes "an ethic that spans the generations." It is seen as deeply connected to Jonas's insistence that a Kantian ethic, because it focused solely on responsibility to one's contemporaries, is in serious need of being supplemented. The new imperative of our time, Jonas wrote, "adds a time dimension to the moral calculus which is entirely absent from the instantaneous logical operation of the Kantian imperative." 5 Although I do not fi nd it mentioned within the materials in Japanese with which I am familiar, I here offer the hypothesis that Japanese ethicists have, at least compared to their Anglo-American counterparts, gravitated so readily to the Jonasian view in part because in many ways it is not really so very new to them. That is, I will try to show that this theme in Jonas has a strong, even if implicit, affi nity with a major emphasis in traditional ethical systems in East Asia, specifi cally
